Bridging Central Eastside News
Fall 2021

Covering Important Issues, Trends, and Developments
in the Close-in eastside Commercial Areas

About this Newsletter and Me…
Greetings, and I thank you for taking the time to read,
peruse, skim, study, scan or just glance at this mostly
well researched, mildly factual and energetically written newsletter about all that is going on in the close in
eastside of Portland. I know there is a lot here, but even
in these last pandemic 18 months, the Central Eastside
really is bouncing back and showing its strength which I
endeavor to highlight.
I wrote much of this in early spring and summer, where
it looked fairly promising about all of us putting this
Covid devil in our rearview mirrors. Cases were falling,
vaccinations were plentiful and increasingly businesses
were mostly fully open and the comeback was in full
swing… all without masks!!! Now, Delta came knocking
and we have frustratingly taken a few steps back lately,
and the nature of our personal and business lives with
the immediate future looking worrisome and uncertain, again…Geez. That makes the theme of positivity
and a brighter future of this version of my newsletter slightly more tentative, but still, optimism has to
prevail that this latest setback will be temporary and
its effects minimal.
I love the Central Eastside! I worked here for a friend’s
family company in high school…bought army surplus
at Andy Bax and watched my first concert in an old
warehouse and then in my business life assisted many
long term family and business property owners in
making intelligent decisions about their commercial
real estate properties. I also have been on numerous
committees, involved in efforts at the city and with the
Central Eastside Industrial Council to make the Central
Eastside more livable, prosperous, dynamic and resilient
dealing with issues such as transportation, land use,
homelessness, economic development and more. I have
published a newsletter covering the close in eastside
for now going on 10 years, to dive a bit deeper into
issues, developments, businesses, trends, commercial
real estate values, and also some acute problems and
challenges in one of the most active, diverse and thriving neighborhoods in the US; The Central Eastside. It
is a way to promulgate, inform and educate those who
work, live and own businesses/properties in the district
about all that is happening as well as to show those
from the outside what a unique, and exciting place this
is. It is more important than ever to paint a realistic and
resilient picture of how the Central Eastside in these
tough Covid times has so much going for it and is again
leading the city forward.
I welcome your questions, input, corrections, criticisms
and when appropriate compliments regarding this
publication. Since commercial real estate is what I do
every day, I also welcome your questions, or need for
assistance regarding: property valuations/rental rates;
development/investment ideas; leasing your property or
finding space; selling/buying a building; financing; construction; land use and more. I may not be an expert in
everything, but I have the connections and resources to
get your questions answered and your needs addressed.
If you want an electronic copy of this newsletter email
me at todd@cascadecre.com – Todd DeNeffe

Bouncing Back!

The Central Eastside of Portland
Resilient….Diverse…Growing!

What a year! 18 months ago there
was lots of confusion, fear and
questions. Businesses were shutting down, offices were emptying;
kids were home from school and
general movement in society was
dissuaded as business, government and health officials grasped
for information, answers for a way
forward and how best to conduct
our home and business lives.
Covid was still a strange word
but was soon becoming an omnipresent and frightening term. The
rest of the year brought a ping
ponging of rules, stipulations and
recommendations that made any
sort of planning or decision making a frustrating and often futile
exercise. Masks…Social distancing…Super-spreader…Ventilators…
Long haulers…Pandemic… became
new common words in our lexicon
and most distressing were the
daily counts of Covid cases and
deaths here and all over the world
which many of us morbidly followed daily.
Portland suffered a bit of a double/triple whammy in 2020 and
into 2021. As social unrest and
destructive protests became all
too common, and our already
chronic homelessness problems
ratcheted upward with many more
people living on the streets and in
many before untouched neighborhoods which made our city and
neighborhoods look and feel more
slovenly, unhealthy, unsafe and
often times third-worldish. Our
once vibrant and active downtown
(and other neighborhoods as well)
became a sad ghost town with
more graffiti, vagrancy, tents and
a plethora of boarded up storefronts were de regueur now along

with a following, very distressing
and often times a very scary crime
wave has set in. The national press
was all too willing to emphasize
and exaggerate our challenges
and issues over much of the year
(they still are) which while mostly
exaggerated put a measurable
dent in Portland’s reputation as a
lively, attractive and economically
healthy city. There was a weird
symptom of almost relishing a
decline in Portland’s reputation as
a vaunted inclusive, attractive and
well–planned vibrant urban center
to try and paint us as a city in
trouble, disarray and chaotic. Now
with this year’s late summer
sunshine, Oregon at over 70%
vac-cinated, Covid cases slowly
dis-sipating, state restrictions
gone, kids coming back to school
in person this fall and our
innovative and entrepreneurial
businesses opening up more and
showing
a strong streak of creativity and
resiliency of surviving and many
times prospering under these one
in a lifetime challenges, the worse
seems to behind us. While the
Delta variant is very worrisome,
there is much more optimism and
positivity out there which needs
to be emphasized moving forward… however, some serious but
solvable challenges remain. Restaurants, now with large outdoor
sitting have filled up this past
summer; masks are less evident;
workers are migrating back to the
office; lots more bikes and pedestrians are around and one good
(or not so good indication) there
is traffic! So now you know the
theme of this publication... Portland is coming back and the Cen(continued
onthe
page
2)
tral Eastside
is leading
way!!!

The Central Eastside, which is
home to over 1200 businesses
and now 20,000 employees, is
an economic engine for the city
of Portland. No other business
and residential neighborhood in
the United States blends such a
diversity of businesses, residents,
uses and organizations; mix of old
and new buildings, well-designed
developments, varied and abundant transportation infrastructure.
The Central Eastside is built to
survive and prosper even under
some of the most unforeseen and
drastic challenges like we have
seen in the last year. This is substantiated by the fact that the
Central Eastside rose quickly and
led Portland out of the last great
recession creating over 3000 new
jobs and ushering in hundreds of
millions of dollars of new investment within a relatively short time
frame after the nadir of the recession in 2009. It will, and is, already

happening again!
There was a recent economic
report from Tyler Bump an
economist with ECONorthwest
at a recent Central Eastside
Industrial Council Quarterly
Meeting earlier this year. He
gave some insights and data
about the past, present and
future economic and real
estate environment in the
Central Eastside. I will sprinkle
in some of those observations
and information (as well as
other good factoids and data
tidbits) which is, while cautious,
shows that the Central Eastside
has and will continue to show
positive economic characteristics during and coming out
of the Covid challenges of
2020-2021.
Yes, the Central Eastside stopped
or slowed down for much of

2020, but the strong engine of
our district is beginning to purr
again, which is witnessed by
considerable new investment
and development continuing,
as well as, a reinforcement and
expansion of programs and
services by the Central Eastside
Industrial Council through the
“Central Eastside Together” Enhanced Services District. While
we have seen some businesses
scale back, shut down or move
elsewhere, there are some great
stories of business formation,
expansion and relocations into
the Central Eastside. Additionally, new developments are
being completed, being constructed and planned representing again another wave of hundreds of millions of dollars
of investment. Time to dwell
on the positive as I will quickly
show you! First a bit of commercial real estate market review.

Commercial Real Estate Review
Always in these newsletters, I give
some rather lengthy numbers, opinions and analysis about the commercial real estate market generally, in
Portland and more specifically about
the Central Eastside. I will do the
same here but try to abbreviate that
a bit which is hard from me as you
can see I have lots to say.

outside, i.e. camping, biking, golfing,
hiking etc. Now into late summer
2021, those that survived are seeing
a quick up-tick in business as pent up
demand has snapped back and sales
are at, or close to, pre-Covid levels.
Suburban markets have led the charge
in retail with new leases in many locations while core retail struggles like
downtown because of livability issues
Retail: Retail businesses were the first and remnants of our social unrest still
and hardest hit by Covid with many
persist. The Central Eastside has done
businesses shutting down, or severely quite well with few empty storefronts,
curtailing their operations. Those busi- but rents are soft like most everynesses that depended most heavily on where in pure retail.
in person business such as food/beverage; salons; healthcare; gyms; event Office Space: Portland, before Covid,
spaces; boutiques, etc. really had to
had a somewhat saturated office
scramble. Through working with their market with rising vacancy and flat
landlords on rent and government
or falling rental rates, which was
aid (PPP) many eeked by. Many got
even more evident in the core of
creative and beefed up e-commerce;
Portland that got doubly whacked by
pick-up/delivery and more to keep the our social unrest and quality of life
lights on. Food/Drug operations actu- issues. Central Eastside was no excepally prospered for obvious reasons.
tion, with firms giving up space in
Also anything in the home improvemany buildings, but we did see some
ment channel rebounded well last fall notable migrations from downtown
and into this year. Another bright spot escaping the chaos and still looking to
was anything in sports/recreation/
maintain a core location with access
leisure as everyone pivoted to being
to services and retail amenities. The
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burbs have done well with multiple
firms migrating outside of the core
areas to more spacious, cheaper and
“safer” spaces. The Central Eastside
is the best looking candidate in an
ugly contest among core neighborhoods. Always a good home for
smaller younger and entrepreneurial
firms, the Central Eastside has seen
some decent leasing in 2021. For
these emerging businesses in that
2000-5000 sf range, vacancy has
increased throughout the district
where rents are much more “soft”
with landlords offering more free
rent, flexibility on leases, or improvements to both keep and attract
a growing trickle of firms out looking for space again. Downtown is a
mess still and will have a tougher
path to health which could be over a
year and with sublease and shadow
vacancy there could be up to 25% of
space vacant... Ouch! It will be a slog
for another year or two in the office market as many companies are
still trying to figure out their space
needs. Work remotely?

Hybrid model of some employees
coming in a couple of times a week;
smaller hubs in different locations
and more models depending on the
company’s culture and product or
service they deliver but generally it is
less, not more space. There has been
some bright spots nibbling on the
edges with some spinoffs; start-ups
and growth in certain office use categories as one thing venture capital
investment in Portland so far in 2021
is robust.
Industrial: Warehouse space hardly
skipped a beat in the pandemic as we
all increased e-commerce spending

and later in 2020 business inventory
started increasing even in a choppy
supply chain environment. We saw
lots of new industrial space hitting the
market and it found a hungry audience of users and rents stayed very
stable. Valuations of warehouses into
2021 even ticked up a bit…crazy. This
will continue as demand fueled by
government infusions and pent up demand drives companies in many sectors need for more raw materials and
inventory space. This should continue
for the next few years.
Commercial real estate values in the
Central Eastside are hard to peg as
very few properties traded hands

in 2020 but velocity is increasing in
2021 with a mix of owners and still
bullish developers picking up properties but with discounts compared to
pre-pandemic pricing. With still very
favorable financing and the Central
Eastside considered a good long term
bet, values have not taken much of a
hit but pricing is definitely off its peak
of a couple years ago.

Foodies Should Celebrate the Central Eastside!!!
Now, in writing about the Central Eastside going on 10 years, I like carving out a page or more about our
robust food/beverage scene in the Central Eastside, which usually ends up in the back of the newsletter, but
given how relentless this pesky virus has affected our food brothers and sisters, I want to do them a major solid
by mentioning some new exciting entries and few stalwarts expanding in our historically robust dining and food
scene in the Central Eastside. We have some great breweries such as Wayfinder… as well as the eclectic and
tasty beer chemistry of pioneer, Alan Sprints, of Hair of the Dog. And speaking of Dogs, Lucky Lab has been a
homey foundational rock of the Central Eastside hop scene for going on two decades. Throw in growing Baerlic… Tasty British soccer concoction Away Days and then establishments showcasing beers from everywhere
like Beer Mongers and Apex, and you cannot find a more varied and quality brew scene in any neighborhood
then in the Central Eastside. Then throw in a half dozen distilleries, a few cider makers/purveyors; iconic brands
like Stumptown Coffee; Salt & Straw; Jacobsen Salt and over 40 restaurants, (many making top ten lists such as
Kachka; Renata); dozens of some of the best food carts… mix well and you have a food/beverage milkshake of
unparalleled quality and diversity that any neighborhood or city anywhere in the world would envy. We need
to get out there now after a very rough year and half and throw down some dollars to help boost them through
the remainder of the year and beyond. Here are a few food/beverage updates.
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Lawless Barbeque is getting
raves in our not well known but often
lauded barbeque scene (Take that
Austin) and these guys are from the
Kansas City family barbeque tree with
some of the best slow cooked ribs,
brisket, pulled pork and other dead
animal ambrosia. They are located in
the Cloud Kitchens complex
on SE Grand. Don’t know Cloud
Nicholas serves up some of the
Kitchens? Well yes this is the new
best middle Eastern-Lebanese food
around and is a Central Eastside fixture Ghost kitchen concept hitting many
cities across the US and a good little
and has been located at an elbowfactoid is that it is mostly funded by
to-elbow cozy spot on SE Grand for
Travis Kalanick who started then got
33 years. They have moved into the
much larger spot at 1109 SE Madison’s booted from Uber but walked away
with something like $ 5 billion. No
(former Madison’s and Eastside Deli)
tears there. These are built out kitchspot of 4000 sf with more outdoor
ens ready to go to allow restaurants;
seating. Founded by refugees fleeing
worn torn Beirut in the early 80’s, the caterers; cart folks and food producers
second generation Dibe family serves turnkey space to get in and get going
with flexible rentable plans. Because
up some of the best hummus, pitas,
it takes tons of dough, time to permit
Kebab plates and more. Great to see
and construct, let alone finding real essuch a quality Central Eastside food
tate for a food production operations,
family double down on their space.
Cloud Kitchens takes care of all that
so food pros can get going quick with
limited investment and scale fast. Plus
with Covid, delivery has exploded, so
when I picked up some Lawless meat
love recently, it was a beehive of activity with Door Dash/Uber Eats guys
scurrying about picking up order after
order for delivery or you can grab
your phone food order from a heated
Smash Burgers are all the rage which
always is a bit quizzical to me but take locker…Brilliant! Other restaurants
us Americans who can take the simple located in this spot are… Fresh
Viet, Parmesan, Ibendoo
burger and come up with multiple
variations. It is basically thin patties… Ramen and the best sandwiches
you got it, smashed down with spatula around by Caproitti’s.
on griddle with bits of “char”. We
have a place now called Mid-city
Smash Burger and also almost
always comes with melted American
cheese, pickle, onions on a soft chewy
bun. These guys are located at 1015
SE Stark.

Have you heard of Berlu? Bet you
have not, as it is tucked almost secretly
into a side door of a huge staid apartment complex on Belmont and SE
6th. But starting in 2019 this place
was quietly serving up some of the
best and creative SE Asian/Vietnamese food anywhere. The dishes always
somewhat experimental, were like art
creations in the stark and somewhat
Andy Warholish, artsy space, but
Berlu has received lots of acclaim and
often was a tough ticket to get reservations in its short life. The owner
Vince Nguyen started a bakery operation along with the restaurant with
items you will not always see except in
Ho Chi Minh City and then now on
Fridays he is serving “Viet street Food”
in the courtyard next to the restaurant.
Find it by looking for the lines outside
the space!

The Asylum Food Cart Pod
on SE 11th and Madison is hands down
the best food cart pod in the city. I
know as I am huge food cart guy.
Now numbering close to 20 carts,
the Asylum has been around now
for close to two years, but this spot is
really hitting its stride. It is not just
the food options but the funky re-bar
rock walls; courtyard with fire pit and
layout which makes for a homey and
active feel and the place on any sunny
evening (lunch time too) is filled.
Steve Johnson, the mad scientist developer behind Asylum is moving into
phase 2 with the Asylum Spirits Pub
opening in the old adjacent warehouse
to add a more cocktaily evening vibe.
Steve is a talented hands-on Wildman
and you can see him often with tools
in hand with his crew doing much of
the custom work themselves. Here are
my current favs at Asylum; Dumplings at Pelemeni; Fish and
Chips (try their Jalapeno Lemonade)
at Tall-Boy; Tex-Mex at Texicano, and I love the grilled cheese
at Serene. Plus you can grab assorted beers and glasses of vino at the
Black Dagger cart right at the
entrance. If you are a cart lover like
me…this place stands out!

The popular Southeast Portland sports
bar Century that drew crowds for
its wide patios and stadium seating
will not reopen, but those lamenting the popular gathering spot should
not fear. A team behind the Pearl
cocktail bar, Two Wongs will
take over the space later this summer with Champagne, birria nachos
and an even larger patio under the
name Jackie. It will still be a place
to watch sports, but will have a more
toned down sports theme and more of
an upscale cocktail lounge vibe with
shareable dishes. The very popular
upstairs and downstairs patios will get
even larger and these drink and dining
“adjustments” are underway for a late
summer opening.

The Elvis Room was a kitschy
bar at 203 SE Grand, that was pelvic
thrust of goofiness that looked less
like Graceland and more as a bachelor lounge at Monticello with a faux
French Colonial hall of gilded mirrors, painted naked ladies and more
cheesy décor. My visits on a few occasions from its 2018 birth witnessed
a crowd much less Elvis obsessive,
paying homage to his swaying hips
of his younger rockabilly roots, and
more inclined to the later Quaalude
Elvis of gaudiness and his alcohol and
drug fueled caricature. Yes, there was
a damn good peanut butter burger.
Bye-bye to the King and in steps a
new operation called Good Luck
Charm, that is very cocktail centric
and much of the fun tacky Elvis décor
has remained but enhanced with other
silly roadside thrift shop additions. The
food menu is pretty solid and looks to
be a fun gathering spot especially as
the earlier evenings and clouds of fall
and winter set in and live music and
DJ’s will appear and the cavernous
shanghai tunnels basement will get a
upgraded bar and group party spot.
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Expands into New Building
Kate Norris and Thomas Monroe found
their passion for wine in France, of
course, decades ago but have been making great vino in Portland since 2010 as
part of Division Winemaking Company.
While I love the expedition out to
Dundee, Newberg and the rest of wine
country, I love finding a simpler and
quicker wine experience closer into the
city and so it is great to see this group
expanding in the Central Eastside.
Division Winemaking, is a foundational
component of our robust urban wine
scene and now they are going to the
next level with the purchase of a 7000
sf building on SE 9th that will triple
their wine making space. They work
with many quality grape growers and
the types of wine they make are varied;
Pinot; Chardonnay; Gamay; Syrah and
more. They are a Swiss army knife of
making quality wines. It will probably
be a fall opening.
Through the Central Eastside Industrial
Councils, Enhanced Services District
(ESD) programs, which have invested
in more man power and programs with
its partner organizations, trash pickup has more than doubled to 80,000
pounds a month and graffiti removal/
paint outs have also doubled over the
last few months. One great partner is
Groundscore, an association of environmental workers (affiliated with another
nifty organization Trash for Peace) who
create and fill low barrier waste management jobs for those facing work and
housing insecurity. They lead litter and
trash events in the Central Eastside
(and other neighborhoods) and often
engage and have been very successful by getting many of the houseless to
participate in their numerous cleanups
to removing tons of trash and sharps…
How cool is that? Support Groundscore’s
mission if you can as they are providing
an inclusive much needed service plus
they are great humans.

GroundScore
(correct logo to come)

Meals to Heels Expands
at EcoTrust/Redd
Ok... I had to highlight this one
because it just so… Well? Portland!
But all in a good, or I think, in a great
way. Meals 4 Heels emerged in
2019, just as dancers in Portland’s strip
clubs and their allies began harnessing
social media to improve labor conditions, stop workplace harassment and
normalize sex work at strip clubs and
beyond. Started by Chef Nikeisah
Newton to deliver fresh tasty meals
usually late at night where food options were limited for ladies working
in clubs around Portland and it has
grown and grown since and received
some great media mentions in places
like the New York Times, Salon and
other publications. The café now in
the Powerhouse kitchen, a small space
at the corner of the Redd parking lot,
the menu is mostly vegan and vegetarian and selections are healthy and
creative and Newton even drops off
meals herself. “There are over 75 strip
clubs where there may be up to 20
people working late at night so that
could be hundreds if not thousands
of dancers not to mention bouncers,
servers and bartenders. The food they
serve usually is pretty greasy, and not

very healthy, or often they close kitchens down later at night. The response
has just been crazy good and people
are really appreciative”. Newton offered in a recent article.

More Kitchen Space
is
Coming

This straddles
Newton and Meals 4 Heels got a both our
two year lease at the Redd space, who robust food
scene and
have been really supportive of her efdevelopment.
forts. “It is just such a physically and
North Rim Development, led by the
emotionally demanding job, so why
not give them the fuel and sustenance two “Jeffs’: Jeff Weitz and Jeff Schthat tastes great and does well for their weitzer at North Rim Development,
are guys that have smartly pioneered
bodies too?” Newton posits about
and expanded the need for flexible
her service. Newton is also an inclusive social justice crusader in, around, ready-to-go commercial kitchen space
about the LGBT and BIPOC commu- having completed now 5 “kitchen
nity which adds to her wonderful and pods” in the Central Eastside with
th
much embraced food mission. Love it! their latest finishing up on SE 11 .
They are good at rooting out and
buying under-utilized and previously
more industrial buildings (10,000 sf
buildings are the sweet spot) and then
slicing and dicing them into 2000 sf
spaces that then are fully outfit with
all the stuff food producers and purveyors need and love; floor drains;
hoods; sinks; and other foodie amenities that allow food Einsteins to
quickly step into to scale up production of all sorts of tasty items for their
retail operations, direct to consumer,
carts, or sales into the grocery channel.
Their latest is five new kitchens
in basically a metal shed building at
66 S.E. Madison is done and I have
Did you know….the Central Eastside has added
seen 4 spaces have been leased. Nice!
over 100 businesses in the Central Eastside
since what everyone calls the
“Great Recession” of 2009-2011.

Longer Trains! This is Getting Ridiculous!
OK! We all know long slow moving or often times stopped trains blocking our 15 rail crossings in the Central
Eastside are a daily occurrence but what used to be an annoyance for many years, now recently is quickly
becoming a soul and business crushing phenomenon. Don’t get me
started on another issue… the incessant and decibel shattering horn
blowing! I wrote extensively about how this has come about in my last
newsletter which is mainly due to the laborious and ill-conceived building of long serpentine trains out of the revamped Brooklyn yards to the
south and the messed up turns by the Steel Bridge that makes trains go at
a snail’s pace, or stop, and just sit there in our district. But after sitting at
the biggest hairball intersection at 11th and Division for over an hour,
not once, but three times in the last few months. I had to call Bill Burgel, who knows after working for railroads for 40 years, all these issues and
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has been a needed and well-informed burr in the saddle of Union Pacific in trying to find some fixes for these delays
with none being all that easy. Union Pacific has been employing a new business model since early this year that has
increased train lengths up to 3 miles which has increased wait times in many intersections in the Central Eastside.
3 Miles! Really? Bill lives nearby and has studied these increasing problems for years now and has come up with
some quick and longer term fixes, but getting the railroad to collaborate is like dealing with a foreign sovereign
country, and of course there is the huge question of who is going to pick up the tab. But, it is reaching a breaking
point with businesses; property owners and residents. Additionally it is very dangerous as cars waiting, back up
into traffic to escape, or race through neighborhoods to find quicker alternatives. One thing which is rare with any
railroad, UP recognizes the issue and is “talking”. The CEIC has a committee and is getting traction (pun) with the
city and our state and congressional reps are on this. If you want me to send you Bill’s very detailed presentation on
the issues and some of his fixes, email me at todd@cascadecre.com. In fact, the CEIC along with two surrounding
neighborhood associations, is petitioning the Portland Bureau of Transportation to start engaging on discussions
and finding practical solutions to a problem that only will get worse. If you want more information on this effort or
want to lend your support again, email, or call me and I will hook you up. We have to start working on some solutions both short and long term NOW as I don’t want to have to bring a novel or my knitting when tooling around
the Central Eastside.

Okay... Let’s Talk Development and Projects
Hotel Grand Stark Brings Vaunted LA
Boutique Hotelier to Classic Building
into Central Eastside’s Downtown

District Office and 5 SE MLK
Completed in 2020
Started well before the hurricane of
the Covid pandemic, these two mixed
us projects finished up in early to
mid-2020. District Office is a smartly
designed office building by Beam
Development on SE Grand which
opened at close to 80% occupancy
with two great larger and then a
couple of smaller tenants: Award
winning architectural firm Hacker and
national Co-Working group; Spaces,
have taken the bigger chunks of
space. 5 years of planning, design,
permitting and construction brought
us one of best designed and iconic
projects by Green Cities (Formerly
Gerding-Edlen) at the north end of
the district at the Burnside Bridge. At
17 stories, 5 SE MLK is a wonderful
blend of uses and aesthetic design.
Combining 120,000 of Class A office on the bottom 5 floors with some
cascading outdoor terraces and over
200 apartments on the upper floors
above and over 10,000 sf of ground
floor retail, 5 SE MLK brings a best
in class development to the Central
Eastside and is a great gateway
project into the district. Its modernist and more cheery lighted design

is a good counterpoint to the darker
large cousin next door; the large Yard
apartment project. Both these projects bring new, or renovated office
and creative space development in
the Central Eastside to over 1 million
square feet since 2012. Obviously
District Office is better positioned with
considerable pre-leasing while 5 SE
MLK hit right in the middle of Covid
maelstrom while 5 SE MLK may have
a haul to get significant leasing especially at top of the market rents… but,
it will get there as momentum builds
this year and next.
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This vintage historic building at the
nexus of our Central Eastside “downtown” at SE Grand and Stark has
undergone a total renovation into a
luxury hip hotel by celebrated boutique hotel operator Palisociety from
Los Angeles. Paying homage to the
building’s 100 year old past as the
original Chamberlain hotel, Grand
Stark “represents an elevated reflection of the creative movements and
quirky spirit of Portland and beyond”
a quote that came from a press
release about the project. “Portland
has been one of our favorite cities for
years and we have long envisioned
as a perfect home for Paliosociety”
says the boutique hotel developer’s
founder: Avi Bosch. These guys look
to be great operators as they have
11 other locations with most concentrated in SoCal but also Miami and
Seattle where they have been cognizant of putting their hospitality

programming into mostly older classically historic buildings that they put
a very artistic and distinct design
touch on, that caters to each individual building, location and market.
Located at the great “downtown”
corner of SE Stark and Grand of the
Central Eastside, the hotel features
57 distinct eclectically designed
rooms and two food options by Portland’s Submarine Hospitality Group
(Tusk & Ave Gene’s fame... two of
Portland’s best!). This project brings
much needed lodging options and
energized activation to the Central
Eastside’s core. I dropped by recently
right after opening and the place
was buzzing and rooms were being rented. I picked up a $16 tuna
sandwich which was damn good
(don’t know if it was $16 good, but

close). There was lots of artwork
and post–modern funky furniture, but
not too over the top LA to blend into
Portland’s more casual vibe. The cool
bar in the back was not quite open,
yet, but I could easily hang there
with a Manhattan in my palm on the
outside terrace at sunset. The project
is result of a partnership between
long term Central Eastside believers

of many projects; Urban Development
Partners and Beam Development. It
was a tough sprint to the finish on
getting the place open during Covid
and always finding “surprises” when
you peel back the skin of a century
old building but the results are worth
the wait. It may be tough sledding
this year as travel comes back to life,
but so far response has been above
expectations. I am thinking that all of
us locals after being cooped up so
much in our homes this past year will
find this modish hotel may be a great
“staycation” escape for a long weekend for many of us previous shut-ins.
Go check it out and tell your relatives
that you have not seen in almost two
years, that are finally coming to visit,
that this may be a good lodging
choice.

Murals Here and There and Everywhere in the Central Eastside!
ing with over 20 regional artists, this
mural honors the history of the Central
Eastside Industrial District and this
stretch of the Willamette River and
more specifically, the industrial and
maritime history as a hub for shipping
and commerce in the late 1800s. These
new murals are happening thanks
to a partnership between PSAA and
the Central Eastside Industrial Council and with significant grants from
Prosper Portland and the Oregon Arts
Commission. The second mural is on
the backside of All Service Moving
on the red brick building next to the
train tracks. This project included five
Portland artists painting five unique
murals in each of the recessed spaces of
the historic warehouse structure. This
mural is sponsored by a grant from the
Central Eastside Together community
grant program operated by CEIC. With
these projects, PSAA also launched a
new ongoing partnership with Ground
Score Association, a peer-led initiative of the non-profit Trash for Peace.
Ground Score is assisting PSAA with
neighborhood outreach, wall preparation, and base coat painting, and
most importantly getting paid a living
wage for their work. PSAA has several
shovel-ready properties ready for mural

Local arts nonprofit, Portland Street
Art Alliance (PSAA), has been working
for several years to seed a world-class
mural district in the Central Eastside.
Their mural projects in CEID have
infused diverse artistic styles onto the
walls of properties owned by Killian
Pacific, Dan Pitman, North Rim Development, Willamette Stone, Alexis
Foods, Oak Street Studios, Harsh
Investments, Libertas Companies, and
more. Included in this line up were five
large murals completed last summer,
a PSAA-led initiative called “Viaduct
Arts” which was supported by a grant
from the Oregon Community Foundation and property owner donations
(More Info: www.viaductarts.org ).
Keeping true to their mission of supporting and advocating for street art,
PSAA’s artist roster includes many
highly-respected writers in the Pacific
Northwest, in addition to traditional
and emerging muralists. PSAA is
known for working with communities
to paint murals that help mitigate vandalism. PSAA has recently completed
two large-scale mural projects under
the Belmont Viaduct in the Central
Eastside. The first is a massive 12,000+
SF mural on three sides of the Airefco
warehouse at 211 SE Yamhill. Work-
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work and welcome district business and property owners to make a
tax-deductible donation to their Community Art Program to support
these art-making efforts in the CEID. PSAA also provides management
services for commissioned murals, having completed several office murals for Killian Pacific, Simple Bank, and Ride Report in CEID. PSAA
operates a street art walking tour program in the Central Eastside
which is popular with local businesses (for team-building experiences),
school groups, and visitors. PSAA is already in “talks” with several
other major property owners about more projects to continue to make
the Central Eastside into a “Mural District”. If you would like to find
out more information about the alliance and their artistic programs,
please visit: www.pdxstreetart.org
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Did you know that there has been 3700 new apartments, either completed, or under
constructionin the Central Eastside since 2011 representing a present value exceeding $1 billion?

NE Grand Apartments:
Fairfield Residential
Hitting Home Stretch
on New Multi-family Project
Rising 8 stories on NE Grand
just before crossing over I-84,
this 170 unit apartment project
and ground level retail will be
completed by the end of 2021.
Developed by national behemoth
apartment developer, Fairfield
Residential, this L shaped building was designed by one of
Portland’s best design firms,
Ankrom Moisan. It will bring a
slew of new apartment units into
the Central Eastside which now
has close to 4000 new units
built since the recession. With
gleaming white metal cladding
and lots of window lines the architecture is bright and airy. With
ground floor retail along all sides
of this project, this project will
be a welcoming gateway project
coming from the Lloyd/Convention Center area and will provide
continued street level activation
that previous projects at the
Burnside Bridgehead such as the
Slate, 5 SE
MLK and Yard
along with the
cool KEX hotel
nearby have
already started.
Modera Morrison: Mill Creek
Trust Marching Onward with
Huge 3rd Apartment Development in the Central Eastside
There are huge pieces of heavy
equipment are on site, a big
crane in the air and there is a big
hole 40’ down for parking and
foundations for a new full block
residential development at SE
11th/12th and Morrison/Belmont.
Representing the third project in
the Central Eastside by national

developer with a large local presence, Mill Creek Trust, this sizable
development will have 247 units
in a seven story design that sits
on small hill at the east border of
the Central Eastside. Providing
360 degree views, the building
will have the flavor of the decade
for apartment amenities; a rooftop deck/gathering space with
great views
downtown along with a much
appreciated 175 parking stalls
and whopping 347 bike parking
spots. This $60 million project
will add a great eastern bookend
to the vibrant Belmont/Morrison
corridor that is already activated
by Central Bowl; The successful
Goat Blocks development and
two other multi-family projects
by Mill Creek. Completion is
slated for late 2022.
Local Football Star Steps in
to Move Innovative Apartment
Project Along
Ok. I don’t mind writing about
another large 100-200 unit
apartment projects in the Central
Eastside where a one bedroom
apartment might fetch north of
$1500 a month, but I much more
like developments with a “twist”.
Especially when it involves
people coming together to make
a difference and fill a community
need. I got one! Local football
star, Ndamukong Suh who is a
beast of a NFL star defensive
end for the last 12 years, currently with the Tampa Bay Buccaneers and came out of Grant
High School is behind one such
project. Su who is on the tail end
of his career,
is already
far along in
planning his
investment
and business
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life after having invested in startup businesses and real estate
development since coming into
the NFL. He learned of a stalled
eco-friendly apartment project
on 11th and Ankeny, where he saw
a great opportunity to give back
to his city and provide a springboard for his city and his brain
went to work. With local partners, he is stepping in to bring
this stalled project to life to
accommodate workforce housing for young Black professionals. This great move bolsters
efforts underway in the development community to what we all
know has been a long history of
racist planning processes, dislocation and much steeper hills
for African American kids to get
started and further their careers
in the construction and design
trades. The program is called the
Young Black Professionals Workforce Housing Initiative, and its
mission is to house participants
with a professional apprenticeship program for young black
Portlanders looking for careers
in construction, architecture and
engineering (AEC). The goal
is to provide low cost housing
for several years as participants
get their start in the AEC world
through mentorships; internships
and classes at PCC and hopefully
into executive and eventually
ownership roles in companies
and firms. Esteemed non-profit,
Self-Enhancement will develop
and manage the process and
equity for the project will come
from other local investors along

with Su and so far those who want to
get involved is overwhelming. The tight
L shaped property will hold 49 studio
apartments of around 300 sf in a six
story configuration with the project
name of YBP Ankeny with creative
architectural firm, Bora handling design
which will have a unique modular prefabricated construction make-up which
is a passion of Su. “I am primarily into
real estate because I want to have
something that I can physically pass
down to my two boys which they can
touch and feel and see the great positive impact it has on the community”
Su said in a Business Journal article. It

is a tough site, but Bora has really been
innovative and efficient to blend a dense
but appealing layout and design that
wedges neatly between older adjacent
houses and warehouse buildings along
SE 12 and Ankeny. Andersen Construction is handling construction as Joel
Andersen is a close buddy and has the
same community and equity goals and
aspirations. Alleluia to this fantastic and
visionary project! Hoping he and his
partners pull this off and if it resembles
his football career it will be a total success, and I think Su is just getting started
in creating more inclusive and innovative
projects a reality. Mr. Su… More, please!

Did you know? There has been 950,000 sf of Office Space Completed in the
Central Eastside in the last 10 years representing a value exceeding $350 million.

Huge Biotechnology Center to Appeal to
Portland’s Burgeoning Life Sciences Companies
I have been waving the flag about
this development now for a couple
of years. Sure, it has received some
press, but in my mind, not enough,
nor has it been emphasized in-depth
about how big a deal this project can
and will be over the next few years.
Announced over 2 years ago, these
two projects will encompass close to
300,000 sf in two buildings prepped
for all sorts of established, growing
and startups in the much desired
economic realm of life sciences and
biotechnology. Portland has long
been a bit player and also-ran in
this sought after business cluster
especially compared to hugely more
established West Coast biotechnology markets such as the Bay
area, San Diego and Seattle. Great
medical ideas, inventive companies
and breakthrough ideas in the life
sciences sector in Portland (Yes,
there have been some. Remember
Gleevec?) that often move out of
town after achieving a certain scale,
or receive significant funding to
order to achieve synergies with other
similar companies, recruit talent or
to find appropriate laboratory, or research space. With OHSU hitting its
stride in becoming a research powerhouse, Portland has been gaining

momentum in being able to recruit
researchers and biotech engineers,
and now finding that coveted seamless research and laboratory space
(especially the much desired wet-lab
capability) to scale the next great
medical breakthrough, is coming to
the Central Eastside! Conceived and
being executed by local innovative
developer, Summit Development,
this could be a game-changer for
Portland in retaining and

attracting a host of companies in the
broad life science sector which has
and is expected to grow immensely
over the coming years. A vibrant life
science presence also brings considerable positive reputational “jetwash” not to mention some very well
paying employment opportunities
and economic multipliers to a city
and region. First up is the renova-
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tion of a quarter-block older building
into what is being called 808 Alder
with 35,000 sf of space on 4 levels
with a much bigger brother up the
street in a new 10 story project that
will go 10X in size to 270,000 sf on
a three quarters block at SE 10th and
Stark called 503 on Tenth. The key
here is to provide all the expensive
but necessary space building blocks
of esoteric stuff like: Chemical Acid
Neutralization Tank; Reverse Osmosis water supply; Variable refrigerant
flow heat pumps; HEPA Filtration
with MERV (what is that?) along with
seismic resiliency, sustainable features and a design offering ultimate
growth and flexibility. Life science
users will then have all the systems
in place to come in and customize
an assortment of space options with
further improvements that can reach
well up past $100 psf. After all is
said and done costs/rents should be
20-40% less than what you can find
up north in Seattle or south in the
Bay Area. The Alder project is finishing up ready for biotech brainiacs
early this summer with the larger life
science project on steroids up the
street slated for construction next
year (fingers crossed).

Did you know… the Central Eastside, as of 2019 had 22,000 jobs and has added 6100 jobs since the
Central City 2035 planning process which was completed in 2015 which is 76% of the total of
the anticipated jobs that would be added in this 25 year forecast period in just 7 years!!

In the Pipeline….

The Factor Building

Elegant
Upgrade
o

This vintage interconnected pod of
two buildings on a full block hugging the underpass of the Hawthorne Bridge is getting a spiffy and
smart renovation. Going after that
industrial chic organic feel but with
modern amenities, The Factor will
have just shy of 50,000 sf of modern
workspaces throughout from creative
office to multiple spaces for makers
and artists, this project will hit
several lanes of our diverse users and
companies that inhabit the Central
Eastside. Long owned by the tuxedo
tycoon Ed Honeycutt of Mr. Formal
fame, the building had some rather
slapdash (permits? I don’t think so)
improvements in a rabbit warren
maze of spaces including a real funky
and seedy performance (read party)
space called Audio Cinema on the SE
3rd. Ed got out of purveying tuxes to
prom participants years ago and sold
the building to local developers Cameron Johnson and Craig Firpo with
the catchy moniker of the Libertas
Com-pany. “We saw this building as
having wonderful bones and a way to
really add some flexibility and
efficiency to provide a home for the
diverse amount of users who want to
grow and thrive in the Central
Eastside. We have designed the
building with tons of options for a
wide range of users from some guy
making leather goods up to a
technology company that needs cool
creative office. We have maximum
flexibility” Johnson touted. Located
on multiple levels, spaces

Sturgeon Development Makes
Opportunity Zone Office Bet with
FlatWorks Creative Office Building

can range from as small as 450 sf up
to over 30,000 sf. Exposed timber
beams, hardwood floors, lots of light,
shared conference spaces, and of
course tons of bike parking, and also
some dock doors for more industrial
uses and lots of space to hang out,
collaborate or take a break… The
Factor at 226 SE Madison will be
a great creative cog in the Central
Eastside economic machine. Cameron
also mentioned that the sunken parking area on the southwest corner will
be a cool gathering/event space with
strings of lights; artwork; food carts
and more which he hopes will create
energy, activation and build community for this part of the district.

Are you impressed yet? These
projects represent an investment
exceeding $300 million and is a very
bullish statement on the present and
future of the Central Eastside and
even more impressive when colored
with the economic shocks of Covid.
Now a look at various projects that
are in various stages of planning,
design and permitting with all the
groups behind these projects
committed to moving ahead
towards construction which doubles
down on the bright economic and
invest-ment future over the last few
years for the Central Eastside and
shows Covid or no Covid… the
Central Eastside marches on.
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No other commercial property type
has been analyzed, opined over
and prognosticated about regarding its present and future prospects
and viability than office space. The
opinions are all over the place: firms
will downsize as a certain amount
of employees will continue to work
remotely for the foreseeable future;
companies will need more office
space to provide more room and
space for its workers: Companies will
adopt hybrid models where people
will alternate days working in the
office. Companies will ditch the large
collaborative spaces and instead have
smaller “hubs” around a region. But
the one I like is: once everyone gets
vaccinated and Covid is mostly in the
rearview mirror it will be back to 2019
with firms designing, creating, engineering, and bringing to market great
ideas and products… together. No one
really knows and it may be a combination of all of the above depending on
the type, size and make-up of each
company or organization. With this
backdrop, there needs to be some
steely kudos to those looking to build
new office projects and one of those
brash entities is Sturgeon Development Partners who is close to breaking ground on a 140,000 sf striking
new creative office building on a half
block at SE Grand and Ash Street in
the Central Eastside.

Two Affordable Housing Projects
Both With Lots of Services
Vying for Dollars

Led by Vanessa Sturgeon, and with
the name Flatworks this development
bet will be an 8 story Cross Laminated
Timber building with a cool retro
design sporting tons of green features and flexible floorplates “We are
confident in Portland’s future and the
ability to attract more businesses and
talent to the region. These have been
challenging times but we will emerge
stronger and our city’s economic
future is bright and people will want
to be together in well designed and
warm collaborative buildings.” Vanessa cheerleads. This is also a capital
gains tax avoidance play here because
of the tax advantages of the property
being in an Opportunity Zone which
covers about half of the Central Eastside and is a big attractor for investors
looking to shield and diminish capital
gains. Flatworks is another feather in
the much be speckled cap of architectural godfather, Bob Thompson of TVA
Architecture who has his imprint on
many great projects including many
for Nike. Ground breaking is slated for
early next year with an approximate
16 month build time line. “By the time
Flatworks comes on line there will be
much more of a comfortable feeling
for companies and organizations to
come back together to reignite
culture and imagination in their work.
We need to build better more
comfort-able and fluid buildings that
meets owners and employees needs
safely and intelligently and that is
what we have done with Flatworks”
Sturgeon adds. With multiple
successful proj-ects under her belt, I
trust Vanessa’s crystal ball and this
educated and experienced wager.

The Portland Housing Bureau came
out with the first tranche of dollars
for affordable housing projects in
early May which was part of the
Multnomah County’s allotment of
the Metro affordable housing bond
we passed in 2018. The $80 million
solicitation got dozens of proposals
when they were due on July 6th and
there is also up to $ 6 million of dollars in our Central Eastside Urban
Renewal Area devoted to projects
specifically in the close in eastside. It
is tough to make these project pencil
even with significant subsidies in
the Central Eastside due to the lack
of sites, expensive land pricing and
our compact district, but we have
two very different yet inventive
projects that threw their hat in the
ring for funding. Catholic Charities
(CC) has proposed a homeless to
housing project on the long troubled
and now shuttered St Francis Dining Hall site wedged between their
newer St Francis Park apartments on
SE Stark and the old church on SE
11/12th. Because of the tough history of the dining hall, CC has been
very thoughtful and methodical in
their planning and engagement with
neighbors and surrounding property owners regarding the scope of
the project and what services will
be there to complement and assist
what will be residents in 60 smaller
units. They want uses that avoid
the problems of the past but serves
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its residents surrounding mental
health; addiction and other services.
Holst Architecture which has great
creative cred with these projects
is on the job. The other larger proposed project is at 820 SE Alder/
Morrison across from Central Bowl
and is titanic 8 story building of 160
units that will house a wider variety
of residents further up the housing
ladder of those earning between
30-60% of average median income.
They have put together a great
complementary cornucopia of potential services and amenities such
as art space; movement performance
studio and wellness programs. Related Northwest is the group behind
this ambitious project and one cool
thing is that they see a real need for
units and services devoted to seniors
that have or are endanger of experiencing homelessness which many
other affordable housing projects
don’t specifically address. FLASH/
UPDATE: Neither project received
funding from PHB but these projects
may come back with other state or
federal funding

Historic Building Gets Hipster Hotel
and 130 Apartments
The Central Eastside has its share
of historic and downright cool
interesting buildings. Think of the
Yale Building on the hill on SE Belmont/Morrison. The Barbur Block
on SE Grand is another one. Count
the Troy Laundry with its classic
weathered red brick at 10th and
Pine as one of our classic buildings.
Called Classic Revival Architecture,
it was built by laundry magnate
John Tait in 1912, and this 60,000
sf building was home to what was
the second largest laundry operation in Portland, and at its heyday
was serving over 10,000 accounts
up into Washington and down the
valley for over 50 years. When
built it was state of the art with 44
huge washers and 22 dryers, and
had its own electrical generator
and Tait known for his kind treatment of employees, the building
had lounges, a lunch room and
other employee amenities which
was way ahead of the time. After
the laundry operations were sold,
the building moved into a couple
of ownerships with a Portland
family turning it into a haven for
artists, crafters and small makers that all banded together in
an “artists cooperative” which
lasted for a couple of decades. The
roof leaked and it was cold in the
winter, hot in the summer and
smelled like your grandmother’s
closet but rents were cheap and
the community was supportive
and took care of each other. With
a sale two years ago, the bohemian artists have moved on when
rents went up (another issue we
have in the city) and now big plans
are coming together for both this
classic building and extra land on
the full block. First up is a 6 story
modern apartment complex on the
north side of the block where an

attached non-descript industrial
building that has now been demolished, for a slew of apartment
units and then coming soon after,
the original Troy Laundry Building
will get revamped to make way
for the latest outpost of one of the
hippest boutique hotel brands in
the world…the Soho House. The
whole site was bought by Chicago
based AJ Capital 2 years ago, and
they are known for seeking out
vintage older buildings in up and
coming neighborhoods of cities
around the world mostly to repurpose for upscale hotels which
now number past 40. They know
what they are doing. The façade
of Troy will not change but inside
it will get gutted to make room
for up to 40 hotel rooms; workspace/business center; two and
maybe three restaurants (usually
with local chefs);maybe a small
movie theater; game room and
what I like most…potentially a
roof top pool and terrace that will
have stunning views downtown
and beyond. Soho is a membership only type operation where
you pay somewhere around $3000
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a year and then have access to
Soho Houses in multiple locations
around the world in exotic places
like Berlin, Barcelona, NYC, Hong
Kong, Istanbul along with other
perks. The 135 apartments with
7000 sf of ground floor retail on
the adjacent site is waiting earnestly down at the city for permits
to break ground before the kids go
back to school. The hotel project
has a more uncertain committed
timeframe but probably in 20222023 but it is not a question of if
just when this stylish hospitality
project gets underway. As you see
from the fashionable metropolis of
Soho House locations, this is a big
trendy endorsement for Portland.
In talking to the AJ capital guys,
they feel Portland and especially
the Central Eastside fits well into
their development aesthetics in
helping to shape and add to transforming core former industrial
boroughs where they like to be on
the back end of the wave of making historically industrial neighborhoods into more mixed use
vibrant and activated districts…
we qualify.

Real Estate Mixologist Kevin Cavanaugh and Guerilla
Development Adds to His
Real Estate Canvas with
Latest Project. Great Scott Trio
As I have written a few times before, I am a fan of Kevin Cavanaugh and his aptly named Guerilla
Development Group. It is not just
his cultivation of local businesses
mostly in the food space or his
acid-induced graphics on his office
project the Dumbbell or the “Nature in the City” feel of the Tree
Farm building with 56 trees on the
side of the building, it is more his
James Dean Rebel with a Cause of
bringing people, buildings with
good quirky design, businesses,
and altruistic investors all together
in an organic milkshake of making
our city and community better. His latest endeavor is on the
now defunct Burnside Brewing
property at East Burnside and 7th
is another albeit somewhat more
tame take on real estate development always with a catchy project
moniker and in this case; Great
Scott Trio. The plan is to spruce
up the 10,000 sf former brewery
building for a new beer group, a
wine bar and another retailer. The
parking area will then be home
to a 4 story housing development
of 36 studio apartments which all
will be affordable and be rented
to those making 60% of Portland’s
median family income with some
directed for those 18 and over aging out of foster homes. Bravo!!!
There will be a breezy courtyard
landscaped area between the new
and older buildings and the whole
project will be very stingy on its
energy consumption and will
blow past all current energy standards. Convergence Architecture
are the design enablers for Kevin
and ground breaking is slated for
this fall
and
delivery
12 months
later.

Arcoa Building on Grand
Will Get New “Sister” Building
Next Door
Developers in the Central Eastside are getting very creative with
smaller sites with some smartly
designed and compact new
development. A great example
is a recently approved 8 Story
building on a quarter Block on SE
6th behind the older 1907 Arcoa
(also goes by its original name;
US Laundry Building) retail/office building. Adding 75,000 sf
in apartments and ground floor
retail, this project really had to get
efficient and imaginative to win
over the tough Historic Landmarks Commission (HLC) that
lauded the project’s architectural
firm: INK Built/Design’s in-fill
imagination on the site, “creative
use of three separate forms to
reduce mass and provide context
to the surrounding built environment” said one of the HLC commissioners. This project again has
been slogging its way past our
glacial city permitting process for
over 18 months but now is looking
at a construction start by the end
of the year. This is a great model
of how to be really intelligent and
resourceful on smaller in-fill sites
in busy commercial corridors that
blend really well with our cornucopia of eclectic buildings and
complements well into our built
environment.
Urban Development Partners
(UDP) Tees Up Third Development on MLK & Stark
UDP is intent on building its own
little city in a two block area of the
Central Eastside. Coming off their
two projects with Beam Development: District Office’s 75,000 sf
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office project and the recent opening of boutique hotel Grand and
Stark, UDP is “creating its own
weather” in this nexus of what I
always consider our little Central
Eastside “downtown” at SE MLK/
Grand andStark. Right next to
the hotel, UDP’s ship captain Eric
Cress and his crew, are dialing up
a 8 story Works Partnership designed articulated modern building on the 18,000 sf site fronting
on SE Grand. Apartments will be
the tried and true product type
here but in talking with Eric he
was noodling over the possibility of a couple of floors having a
co-housing or shared sort of arrangement, where there are shared
kitchens and other amenities thus
bringing rents down and building
a bit more community, but said
“solving for that use is difficult”.
Maybe he can make it work, and
if anyone can, it is UDP who has
several co-housing projects under
its belt and in the works. So right
now standard market rate apartments is the safer move but not all
that safe as we are seeing continued construction pricing escalations with materials namely wood
being a huge culprit. My trip to
Home Depot to buy lumber for a
home project gave me a shock as
I saw a 2’x 4’ that was $5 late last
summer now over $12… What??
Other materials are on the same
trajectory but plywood, OSB and
other wood products have seen
200% price increases over the last
12 months on top of already high
pricing last year. “Yes, lumber and
other materials are really making
projects more difficult to make economically sensible, but information we are getting is that supply
chains are catching up and that we
will see some significant moderation by next year. But it is concerning” Cress relates. UDP has still
not crossed the 50 year line in
planning, design and approvals
for this unnamed project but feels
everything will be on track for
heavy equipment to be on the site
around this time next year.

Killian Moves Ahead on
Latest Project in the
“Electric Blocks”
…The Volta
No development group has put as
significant and well thought out
imprint on the built environment
in the Central Eastside as Killian
Pacific (KP). Maybe best known for
their huge mixed use development
along SE Belmont/11th/12th which
adopted the name of the “Goat
Blocks” which alluded to a herd
of goats that occupied the site for
a couple of years before ground
breaking by keeping the weeds and
vegetation in check and became
somewhat of a beloved attraction
(I think the goats had their own
Instagram account). KP also had
just as big of an impact by pioneering the creative office market
in the south end of the district.
Starting with its first building at SE
3rd and Market now over 5 years
ago and then joined with a sister
building next door, KP has built a
cohesive “village” of projects down
near OMSI. Artistically assimilating
some very cool graffiti plastering
the remnants of a burned out old
warehouse (Taylor Electric) the first
building now assuming the name;
NOVA, along with Phase 2 next
door called Skylight has brought
over 170,000 sf of earthy and flexible space that was pioneering at
the time with its use of now a common construction technique and
materials; Cross-laminated timber.
They added a renovation down the
street of a former PGE warehouse
but now are growing their footprint with a smaller canny renovation of a warehouse next door to

the south called The Volta, which
all together makes up a community of buildings and spaces which
grabbed the moniker of the name
Electric Blocks. Naming buildings
can be a bit corny and goofy but
got to give it to KP for coming up
with a few good project branding
names that is keeping with the
power/energy motif of the industrial building’s history and PGE’s
huge 100 year old (now gone) electricity generating complex nearby
which is now home to OMSI. Long
time revered Portland architectural
firm, Bora who will be taking half
of this 30,000 sf addition and will
be handling design duties. They
have a long and storied creative
history of distinguished projects
in Portland and the Northwest
and will be pushing their inventive talents by reimagining this 80
year old former industrial building
into a light filled, airy workspace
taking advantage of the historic
remnants of the much sought after
bow-trussed warehouse components architects love to accent and
work with. “This renovation of old
to make new again aligns with our
values of low carbon projects of
smartly recycling older solid build-
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ings that will promote health,
wellness and equity into the
builtenvironment that reflects
our brand and values” says one of
Bora’s principles. There will also
be terraces and outdoor areas and
Killian is hoping for a day/childcare
use on the bottom floor which is
a huge need in the district. Bora
is coming from the west side and
is part of growing trickle (soon to
become a stream, or river) of firms
looking across the river to the
eastside for their new expanded
homes. Killian has another project
slated for a parking lot next to the
Volta that will be a new ground up
much bigger glassy project called
High Wire in process but given
to how much and how fast firms
come back to the office, it will be
slow-walked a bit until the office
market uncertainties hopefully get
positively more clear and they can
snag an anchor tenant. The Electric
Blocks in the future undoubtedly
will up the wattage of activity of
this established vibrant node with
these two additions and knowing
KP, there will be more “bolted on”
projects nearby that will be different but again be stylishly knitted
together with their prior buildings.

EASTSIDE TOGETHER

I hope I have provided some rays of sunshine about how the Central Eastside
being really a strong, resilient and a unstoppable neighborhood that like many parts of
Portland has taken some social unrest, homelessness and crime increase body blows
but undeniably the Central Eastside is upright, healthy and continuing to attract businesses, investment and employment. The aforementioned projects represents an investment over $500 million now and in the coming several years which no other area
of Portland can boast and shows that the Central Eastside can support more than a
half glass attitude of optimism!

Central Eastside Together…

the Enhanced Services District
Making a Difference
Now for the Elephant in the Room of
addressing how quality of living and
working in many urban cities, and
especially Portland and the Central
Eastside has degraded more quickly
over the last 18 months with Covid,
but was already experiencing for
years some growing problems with
more people living on the streets
and in cars and decrepit RV’s along
with increased trash, graffiti and escalating incidents of crime and vandalism. It has been tough out there
but here in the Central Eastside there
are some tools being implemented
for climbing our way back to better days with the now 20 month old
Enhanced Services District (ESD) (I
like to also refer to its more descriptive and understandable name; Business Improvement District) called
Eastside Together which is managed
every day by the Central Eastside
Industrial Council (CEIC) with the
city of Portland as its partner. I have
written extensively about this program but briefly, the CEIC several
years ago saw for many years prior,
increasingly challenging conditions
to the health and prosperity of the
Central Eastside with very limited or
non-existent coordination with the
City of Portland and its services and
resources to address cleanliness,
safety and livability. After almost two
years of analysis, input and out-reach
to property owners, residents and

business owners, it was consensually
decided to employ a proven model
of developing programs and garnering resources that can be used to try
and improve conditions and livability in the Central Eastside. Similar
programs are successfully implemented all over the world and we
have two in Portland; Downtown’s
20 year Clean and Safe and another
smaller program in the Lloyd District.
Funded by assessments on properties combined with dollars from the
parking permit program, services
were developed with partners to
address some growing challenges
surrounding; garbage/trash; graffiti; camping; safety/security along
with supporting and helping our
businesses, organizations, investors
and employers in the district. From
my perspective it was about having
a higher degree of CONTROL to
develop specific services and hopefully solutions that would be able to
be designed and implemented with
the unique issues for the Central
Eastside as a guiding light and not
be dependent on the city or County
that did not have the understanding,
resources or organization to address
these specific problems. It has been
understood from the start that these
services are not meant to deal with
911 incidents, mental healthcare, addiction services, or shelter or housing options but more to enhance
and supplement city programs and
services. But mostly it gave those
who work, build, employ, reside and
invest in the Central Eastside the abil-
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ity to control and develop and implement resources to deal with unique
problems in the district. It took time
to ramp of these services and figure
out how, where and to what degree
these services needed to be directed
and not surprisingly there have been
bumps along the way but after a
year there was some real success
and accomplishments in stemming
the rising tide of our livability issues
in the district. Wham! The Covid hurricane hit and our partners at the city
somewhat rightly went “off the grid”
and this stealthy virus has and continues to exacerbate the problems with
more crime, people on the streets
and the detritus of graffiti, trash and
more plaguing the district. Throw in
consistent civil unrest, diminished
police capabilities and general public
organizational disarray and lack of
planning and it has been trying to use
ten fingers to plug 1000 holes in our
social and economic fabric. It is hard
to say or believe it, but without ESD
programs the situation in the Central Eastside would be even worse.
I know this is not much inspiration,
consolation or help for those business, residents and property owners
dealing with people camping at their
front doors, seeing piles of garbage
or have experienced a break in (or
worse) but there have been lots of
work and advocacy going on and
momentum starting to build as Covid starts to slowly melt away. Last
year was a dark hole so there will not
be a flip the switch sort of changes.
Work with me here.

Here

are some activities that the

Here Together ESD

and the

CEIC

have done, or are working on in the last few months and into the future

• Multiple meetings with city officials that have also included walks in the Central Eastside to show and
assess current conditions and seek immediate solutions.
• Interactions with City Attorney to strongly advocate for more enforcement around theft and vandalism.
• Monthly calls with Mayor’s office, County officials and business organizations pressing for actionable
and immediate plans and services.
• Increased patrols of our Safety Ambassadors (Northwest Enforcement) and advocacy for more and
consistent police presence to “hotspot” areas along with the addition of an extra outreach worked to
connect the houseless with services.
• An average of 40,000 lbs. of trash picked up every month which includes lots of very unsavory items with
SOLV and Groudscore leading regularly supervised clean-ups.
• Supporting many small businesses to connect with federal and state resources (PPP); promotion of
shop local campaign; and facilitating outdoor dining options, creation of vibrant plazas and onetime
events to foster shop local and promote local businesses and arts organizations.
• Increased capacity (another worker and truck) for graffiti removal and connection of over a dozen
property owners to implement artistic mural installations on their buildings thus reducing graffiti and
bring an artistic presence to the district.
I believe we are coming out of the trough of the worse part of our livability issues as the battleship of city help
and resources is slowly turning with inflows of dollars and resources from one time federal money infusions and
coming monies ($52 million in 2021 and $100 million each year thereafter) from the “Supportive Services Measure” passed last summer. I know none of this fast enough and is not making big impacts in the short term and
we need a lot less talking and planning and more doing and that is constantly the message that is being sent.
There is a long list to concentrate on going forward this year and into next with just a sampling being:
1. Monthly volunteer clean ups. Installation of trash cans throughout the Central Eastside.
2. Increased resources for cleaning and graffiti removal and mural installations.

3. Persistent advocacy around increased shelter resources, police presence and crime enforcement,
mental health and addiction services/beds.
4. Working with the City and Prosper Portland to find better and more appropriate alternatives by the
end of summer for the outside camping installations now located on two blocks (ODOT Blocks) on
SE Water.
5. Developing financial assistance to provide for extra lighting and security for small businesses.
6. Facilitating meetings with property owners/businesses to work together in “hotspots” to pool
attention and resources to alleviate or deter crime and unhealthy camping activities.

7. Providing monthly/quarterly networking options for businesses to voice concerns and problems in order to
develop energy and communication to work together to keep their individuals blocks and areas safer, cleaner
and more conducive to increasing business and retail activity.
There is also planning for a Farmer’s Market; more grants for non-profits ($100,000 given so far) and working
with the city to place dozens of new and regularly serviced trash receptacles around the district.
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I don’t want to be completely some
sort of myopic unrealistic cheerleader
in pursuing the upbeat and optimistic
theme of this publication because I
do recognize the daily challenges of
owning property, operating a business or living in the Central Eastside. I
see it every day in my travels around
the district. I totally get that and this
needs to be acknowledged and being
somewhat angry and frustrated is
warranted with what is going on our
streets, sidewalks and public areas. I
believe there are some positive baby
steps that are being done as the
starting point of trying to devise and
implement consistent efforts to claw
our district back to prosperity and a
more livable and vibrant commercial/
industrial and residential neighborhood. We have lost some businesses
and several more like in downtown are
looking at moving out of the Central
Eastside because of these problems
but there are many companies and
organizations seeing the great potential and building on the foundation of
what has made this area attractive
and successful as a place to employ,
live in, invest and grow. Here are a
few:
More Good News…..Companies
investing and moving into the Central
Eastside
I have publicized and highlighted a
couple of notable company commitments in the middle of Covid last year
to moving into the Central Eastside:
Steelhead Surgical which leased
20,000 sf in the Custom Blocks for a
state of the art surgical training and
support center that trains orthopedic
doctors and their practices in the latest products and techniques is up and
churning. As Steelhead’s CEO volunteered last year “The Central Eastside
really is a vibrant, diverse and earthy
neighborhood that really fits into our
company’s culture and operations. It
will be a great place for our team to
serve our clients and grow our business.” Additionally as mentioned,
Bora Architects is bringing their
40 member team of savant design

professionals to Killian’s coming netzero renovation of the former Taylor
Electric Building of SE Third near Clay
Street for a 2022 occupancy. But there
are more positive shoots of firms
investing and choosing the Central
Eastside as their home

Basecamp Brewing Out - Ecliptic
Brewing In!
Another great recent announcement
shows how one negative occurrence
has turned into a positive. Basecamp
Brewing on SE 10th shut down early
in Covid with hopes of reopening in
2021 but the outdoor themed brewery said “No Mas” and said they were
not coming back. In steps in one of
Portland’s most acclaimed and best
making suds operations, Ecliptic Brewing lead by brewing mad scientist John
Harris. This guy is a mythical figure in
Oregon’s brewing scene for 30 years,
having created some of Deschutes’
foundational and best beers; Mirror
Pond; Black Butte Porter and Jubelale
and then did the same at Full Sail in
Hood River for over a decade. Harris
who always sports a positive Cheshire
grin and Dead Headish graying ponytail and beard and is often adorned
in Tie-Dye, opened his own operation, Ecliptic Brewing in a warehouse
on hill below trendy N. Mississippi 6
years ago. He is continuing his extreme commitment to quality and
innovative hoppy concoctions along
with taking pub food to new culinary
heights in the Central Eastside. Plowing successfully through Covid, he is
maxed out at his current location so
he is stepping into the former Basecamp space at 930 S.E. Oak where
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he will brew and package at the site
and concentrate on lagers and limited
releases and keeping with his celestial interests and motif will call the
spot; The Moon Room. “We’ve been
talking about opening another location for a long time so we are really
stoked about this opportunity and the
Central Eastside. We see lots of great
possibilities here; more events, new
beers and great food and see this location for us to create more joy in the
universe which is what we are here
to do” What is better than great beer,
good food and joy? Welcome John!

Restaurant Group Takes
Over Former New Seasons
Commissary in Produce Row

Award Winning Bellingham
Brewery Joining the Central
Eastside Beer Scene
I am not done talking beer. There is
more! Covid has accelerated a bit of
a creative destruction in Portland’s
world class beer scene that has seen
certain brewers fall away, but with
that has come some sturdy established suds makers stepping up with
expanded locations and investments.
One such one is Chuckanut Brewery
which was co-founded by a husband
and wife team of Will and Mari Kemper in 2008 in Bellingham WA. These
guys over the years have earned a
reputation as being one of the best
lager brewers in the nation and have
tons of awards to prove it. Their
small, quaint taproom and restaurant
along the waterfront in Bellingham
has brought beer loving fans from
near and far as a sort of a mecca for
Lager lovers. They did a second larger
location in the Puget Sound years ago
and now number 3 is coming to the
Central Eastside riding the coattails of
their niche distributor Day One Distribution to buy a building at 920 SE
Caruthers. Called P-Nut, this tap room
will have indoor and outdoor seating
and they are hoping for a fall opening.
“We had so many requests to open a
place where you get our wide variety
of beers in one place and partnering
with our distributor in one of the best
beer scenes like Portland seemed a
perfect fit for us. Lagers are really
gaining in popularity and though
Portland has so many great brewers
we look to fill a needed niche in a city
that knows and appreciates its beer”
said one of the founders. They will
join nearby suds purveyors of Baerlic
Brewing; Beer Mongers and Apex.

You may know that venerated local
gourmet and health conscious grocer, New Seasons Markets (NSM),
made a bold investment in a large
building along SE 2nd 5 years ago to
build a large commissary kitchen to
feed all the grab’n’go and hot and
cold entrees they served in their 18
Portland area stores. The idea was to
increase volume and quality control
and take pressure off the kitchens in
their stores. They never could make it
work efficiently after investing millions in food infrastructure and at full
peak employed close to 200 people
in 35,000 sf down in the Produce Row
area. They shut it down at the end of
2019 which correlated with the sale
of the stores to Korean grocery giant
H-Mart. When I went through the
space, I was amazed at the amount
of investment in equipment and food
production amenities and how it was
a travesty to see it vacant and pondered that such a unique and stateof-the-art space had to have a second
life in our food crazy city. Well that has
happened with a growing private equity firm, Drive Equity Partners taking
over the lease to serve their growing
diversified group of restaurant brands.
Drive sees a real opportunity both before and even more so during Covid,
to find both legacy established brands

along with growing new restaurant
concepts to re-energize, rebrand and
position for growth as tastes and food
delivery changes under their moniker of the Headwaters Group. They
picked up the famous Izzys 9 store
chain in Portland and several other
brands in Utah as well as a high end
restaurant in Oregon’s wine country
with several more acquisitions in the
pipeline mostly in the Western U.S.
They look at the NSM commissary
space as a turnkey space to develop,
test and implement new food concepts. They also look to partner and
offer space for local food entrepreneurs, producers and restaurant
groups and also lend their expertise to
get them to “the next level”. They are
very bullish and positive on Portland
as they are very community minded
and looking for ways to enhance and
support the city’s robust constellation
of food purveyors and entrepreneurs
and they think the Central Eastside is
the epicenter of Portland’s vigorous
food collective. I will eat and drink to
that!

LEGACY TO SELL NE DAVIS OFFICE BUILDING
Covid has thrown all health care
operations some serious curve
balls… maybe also some sliders
and a knuckle ball, or two, as they
try to navigate some hellacious
healthcare events. Figuring out how to
deploy people, resources and facilities
efficiently has been even more tantamount and big healthcare provider
Legacy (Emanuel; Good Samaritan
Hospitals) being one of the bigger
healthcare dogs in town is looking at
many, and how they utilize their space
and real estate assets. Always some-
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what under-utilized, Legacy’s 50,000 sf
building on NE Davis has been empty
during much of Covid, is now on the
market for sale which given the collateral damage the pandemic has levied
on office space will be a tough proposition for a non-descript 70’s large office
building. One thing…it does have lots
of parking.

IT HAS BEEN A HOT
SUMMER… EVEN HOTTER
WITH TWO RECENT FIRES!!!
We all remember this summer from
the scorching 116 degree couple of
days and another spell of several
days well into the 100’s… Yes Al Gore
was right! Another disturbing trend
recently, which is not really climate
change, has been two major fires in
the Central Eastside. One blaze was in
an abandoned building at SE 9th and
Morrison across from Central Bowl.
This wooden rat trap was long home
to eclectic vintage car parts business
the Bird’s Nest which as you guessed
it specialized in parts for older Ford
Thunderbirds along with other car
oriented operations and was a maze
of levels and somewhat scary warehouse space all with basically with
the famous underground creek that
runs down the hill in the basement.
Sold 5 years ago, to Vic Remmers for
a large apartment project that never
got off the ground, the site was under
contract to national affordable housing developer; the Related Companies. The building was derelict and
worse yet, an all wood structure and
often catered to squatters doing all
sorts of unseemly stuff there, so when
early on September 24th the building
became engulfed with flames. It was
not a surprise to many neighbors. By
the time I got there that morning, the
building had collapsed, but flames
were shooting in the air as firefighters
were mainly concentrating on keeping
the fire from spreading to adjacent
buildings. No word yet on cause, but
it seems pretty obvious. Also how it
affects the pending affordable housing proposal is unknown, but many
times fires like this deposit an ooze of
undesirable stuff into the soil. Hopefully the development can still make it
as a much needed workforce housing
project in the Central Eastside.

The other fire which just happened
here in early October was the blaze of
an older retail building at SE 13th and
Hawthorne and home to the cool vin-

tage clothing and home décor store:
the Lizard Lounge, plus a Lebanese
restaurant. Reports are that basically
the building “blew up” and it now a
charred shell. What is going on out
there???
LOOPTWORKS… GREAT
LOCAL COMPANY
PLANNING BIG
RECYCLING FACILITY
If you hate throwing anything away,
love trying to find uses for what many
consider refuse and find plastics evil,
one you are a good Portlander, but
you should also know a cool Central Eastside company, Looptworks,
who is avidly trying to provide some
nifty environmental solutions for all
the clothing and massive amount of
textiles we throw away. Looptworks
crafts recycled materials into all sorts

of great goods such as bags, backpacks and apparel. Founded by a former Duck pole vaulter and decathlete,
Scott Hamilin, in 2008, who was on
track to be in the Olympics until injury
derailed him before the Olympic Trials
in 1992, Scott has been on a new mission: Working with companies around
the world to take excess materials and
upcycling (love that word!) into some
smartly designed goods. The ethos is:
“Use only what already exists”. Scott
is on to something as Looptworks has
signed up some major companies
like of course Nike, United Airlines,
Walmart and more to take perfectly
good stuff headed for the landfill and
give them a new life again in products
that are both functional and stylish.
Growing from their space on SE 12th,
Scott is aiming high with his plans to
build a new manufacturing facility in
the Pacific Northwest to immensely
scale his “zero waste to landfill
solutions”. He
hopes to recapture
17 million-plus tons
of textile material
and hopefully help
to nudge up the
anemic 10%
recycling rate for
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all textiles with his new factory he
hopes to have operational in 2022.
Bravo!!! Shop at their website at
www.looptworks.com.
ONE SAFE SLEEP VILLAGE MOVE…
OTHER DELAYED UNTIL NEXT SPRING

It is hard to miss… especially coming
over the Marquam bridge and looking
down on the conglomeration of small
sheds spread out over two blocks next
to the freeway in the close in eastside.
As you recall when the Covid hurricane hit, the city moved quickly to
“protect” and provide a supervised
area for the increasing amount of
our most vulnerable sleeping on the
streets. These three blocks, slated for
eventual redevelopment and owned
by ODOT and Prosper Portland were
a logical choice and it has really been
a “hit and miss” learning process as
management of these areas over the
last 18 months has stumbled and
more concerning, less cooperative
campers gathered in droves around
and outside of these areas along
Madison, Salmon and Main. These
organized and safer facilities are much
needed and part of Commissioner
Ryan’s goal of finding 6-7 longer term
locations and we all know while not
perfect, these safe sleep areas are
a quicker way to hopefully ameliorate the more scattered and often
less humane and unhealthy chaos of
campers throughout our city. Though
considered “temporary”, finding alternatives to these much needed safe
sleep areas has been daunting. One
encampment has recently moved to
a site up by the Blazer arena and the
second one catering to BIPOC homeless, is still seeking a replacement site
which now looks like it will be late
spring for that occur.

Innovative Furniture Maker, Fully...
Stays in CE Leases 16,000 at Killian
NOVA Building

Sneaker Heads with Yummy Java
Moving into New Building… Deadstock Coffee
“We have all the footwear companies
here ---Nike, Adidas, Under Armour;
Keen; Columbia; Hi-Tec, On, Mizuno
and recently Lululemon’s new footwear group... all have offices in the
city” says Deadstock Coffee Founder
and Guiding Light, Ian Williams, a
self-proclaimed sneakerhead who
has smartly combined two passions;
footwear and coffee. Ian who worked
his way up from being a janitor to
working in sneaker development at
Nike before he founded sneakersthemed coffee house, Deadstock.
His story is somewhat legendary. “I
wanted to create a place where all
of those sneaker-heads to hang out,
and I could not find it, so I created it.
A place to talk about shoes that was
street-cultured inspired and be brand
agnostic” Williams adds. His coffee
place in troubled Old Town is earthy
with tons of classic athletic shoes
lining the walls and when I was there
the line was long. It was a five year
journey that took time and perseverance and learning along the way with
a small coffee kiosk downtown 5 years
ago and then moving into a small but
hugely popular spot on NW Everett
and 4th Town where Deadstock provides friendliness, smiles, and “snobfree” tasty coffee and teas. As Deadstock grew and became a place to
“be” and Williams infectious up-beat
attitude spread to the neighborhood
and masses, he has branched into
roasting and selling bags that are running off the shelves at local stores. Ian
says he learned to roast coffee from

“YouTube University”. With partners,
they are expanding their roasting
(and maybe another coffee shop?) to
the former Cider Riot cidery space on
NE Couch this summer to add to the
Central Eastside’s diverse and distinguished coffee culture with some of
the best coffee roasters and purveyors
in the city like, Coava and of course
Stumptown. But wait… it gets better,
the space will also have production for
other Central Eastside beverage stalwarts as Deadstock’s co-packer (read
producer) also makes and packages
tasty concoctions for a couple of other
great district companies; Steve Smith
Tea and Water Avenue Coffee. One
last tidbit, a growing Chai Tea company; One Stripe will also be getting
cozy into the space to increase their
production. Very typical in the Central
Eastside that growing like-minded
food and beverage companies coming together to share space; ideas,
reduce costs and help each other in a
collaborative and community focused
environment.
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Founded in 2006 by David Kahl, Fully
pioneered direct to consumer sales
of high quality, high performance
adjustable height desks, ergonomic
chairs and accessories principally for
individual home offices and small
business. People loved their smartly
designed and bullet-proof wares that
was backed up with impeccable customer service and Fully over the next
15 years steadily grew its brand and
sales. Much of this happened in the
Central Eastside in their offices on
SE Water and a warehouse on Swan
Island. Looking to go to the next
level, Kahl was looking for a partner
and capital but wanted to align with
a company that appreciated their
equitable and collaborative culture
witnessed by Fully being a Certified
B Corporation, that is high level
designation for companies meeting
high standards of social, environmental, transparency and community
goals. He found that is huge Knoll
Furniture which is a constellation of
design and function brands operating in several channels with furniture
being the largest. “We are excited
to partner with Knoll and their 80
years of office furniture experience
and great design to fuel our unique,
human-centered approach to the
workspace. Knoll shares our deeply
held values and is perfect partner for
us” Kahl said after the $35 million
sale in 2019. This acquisition provided
high octane for Fully that was only
accelerated by Covid and everyone
working from home where the dining
room chair and desk will no longer be
adequate. Along with taking a huge
new warehouse space in Gresham last
year, Fully has been on the prowl for

larger, more consolidated HQ office
space and luckily their allegiance to
the Central Eastside continues! They
are going to take over 16,000 sf and
move over 100 employees to the 4th
floor of Killian Pacific’s NOVA building
on SE 3rd and Clay which was available
as fintech company Simple fizzled a
couple years ago which had at one
time leased the entire 70,000 sf building. “We fell in love with the NOVA
building and are excited to move our
headquarters and showroom there
later this year. We are thrilled to stay
in the Central Eastside and expanding
our office in this vibrant neighborhood. We believe in Portland and this
long term lease illustrates our commitment
to our
hometown”
Could not
have said it
any better.

got the idea from visiting his cousin in
Malaysia who is a vegetarian Buddhist
who made this mushroom snack that
Michael thought was really great. Returning to the states he perfected the
recipe with different flavors with the
ability to scale up and was selling into
several large regions of Whole Foods
with sales approaching $1 million
from a small hand-made production
facility of a few thousand square feet
in the Central Eastside. As is the case
with many budding Shark participants
he needed capital to “go to the next
level” and of course any sort of company that gets an investment on

Shark Tank Winner…Pan’s Mushroom
Jerky Triples Space!
I am sure you know
the show Shark Tank
where millionaires
(in one case billionaire Mark Cuban)
sit in inquisition style lounge chairs
hearing “pitches” by entrepreneurs of
every shape, color and business idea
to gain coveted dollars and endorsement by the 5-6 “Sharks”. It can be
a bit much watching these fledgling,
daring and hard-working entrepreneurs do a bit of a “song and dance”
in front or rich people but there are
some amazing stories of what a Shark
investment has done for many of
these neophyte but always enthusiastic business folks who have gone
on to create successful enterprises.
There is one Portland connection that
really pulls at the heart strings and
you need to go watch the video of
Portlander Michael Pan pitching and
winning an investment for his unique
high fiber, gluten-free, healthy and
the best thing, a very tasty jerky snack
made from…wait…Shitake Mushrooms! The story goes that Michael

Shark Tank gets huge PR cred and
a big publicity booster shot. When
Michael gave the sharks a sample
on an episode last November of his
jerky, they all loved it which led to a
spirited bidding war for investment
in his company. Mark Cuban who is
a foodie and vegetarian and who has
been assembling a stable of growing
healthy food companies in his investment portfolio was the perfect match
and won the day and overall this
Shark segment was very uplifting with
Pan’s reaction to the deal infectious
and moving. When I saw the video I
ran out and found a pack as I am attracted to all things mushroom. This
stuff is definitely unique and took me
a couple of pieces, but I am hooked.
Since then, Pan’s jerky has tripled its
space to 14,000 sf down the street
on SE 7th and Pine. It has been full tilt
since that Shark Tank episode with
orders flooding in and Michael and
his growing local team trying to keep
pace with production…
what a great story!
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Glass Lab
Welcomes First Tenants
This stylist 46,000 sf industrial building renovation on SE Third and Mill
(Right by Killian’s Electric Blocks) hit
the market just prior to Covid which
kicked the creative office market in
the gut for much of last year but activity is picking up steam with several
new tenants taking space from a very
sluggish start to leasing. They have
welcomed Recess Studios., a marketing branding agency with multiple
offices. Lumi Labs a product development company in the hemp and CBD
space. Trailhead Coffee. Another
great java roaster with a café on MLK
near Burnside. RYNLY. A company that
uses machine learning to make shipping and delivery of products more
eco-friendly and streamlined. Friction
Tribe. A data driven digital marketing
agency. Cerbo MD HQ. An information technology and software company in the health and medical field.
In talking with developer SKB, these
deals get them close to 50% leased
and there is increased optimism for a
full building by fall as leasing activity has really started picking up this
spring and summer as companies look
to “get back to the office” to interact
build, create and produce.

Transportation Shorts
Multnomah County is looking to
shave $180 million off the cost
of replacing the Burnside Bridge
project. As you may, or may not
know, the Burnside Bridge after
years of analysis was determined
to be the best option of our older
bridges crossing the Willamette
to be a necessary earthquake
resilient crucial transportation
portal across the river when
the big one hits. The approved
Long Span Design the has a mind
numbing budget hitting $900
million but now budget tinkering is taking place to try to find
up to $180 million in savings to
make it easier to cobble together
the always complex local, state
and federal resources to make
it happen. With only $300 million secured they are looking at
narrowing the bridge, eliminating
some ped/bike ramps and other
measures to enhance their case
mostly to the feds for funding.

This value engineering effort has
pushed back construction start
up to a year from 2024 to 2025.
One thing not commonly known
is that this project most likely will
force both long time Central Eastside businesses AMR and Pacific
Coast Fruit to have to relocate as
the expanded bridge will impact
both their buildings.

cascadecommercial@integraonline.com
www.cascadecommercialnw.com

2828 S.E. 14th Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97202
503-705-6380

The Blumenauer bike bridge
on the north end of the district
across I-84 at NE 7th to the
Lloyd District is still waiting for
its placement across the freeway.
Now close to a year behind, this
much needed connection which
will require days of closure of
I-84 and further “sign offs” by
the railroad which the bridge
crosses now looks like it will be
hoisted in place later this summer, or even with the actual ability to walk or bike across not happening until next spring. This will
be a great and safer portal for
our strong bike and pedestrian
traffic to cross I-84 to neighborhoods north.

